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Price

ELEVEN THINGS I PROMISED
by Catherine Clark
$9.99
Seventeen-year-old Frances wouldn't describe herself as adventurous. Until now . . .Frances has one week
while she'll be away from home competing in a high school bike race to do every single thing on the fix-It
List.
REVIEWS: SCHOOL LIBRARY JOURNAL,
ETHERWORLD
by Claudia Gabel
$9.99
Sequel to Elusion (sent 3/15)- Teens go deep within Elusion, the dangerous virtual reality program, to try
and stop the company who made it before it is too late.
REVIEWS: BOOKLIST, VOYA, KIRKUS,
FORGED
by Erin Bowman
$9.99
Taken # 3 (#1 Taken sent 4/14, #2 Frozen sent 4/15)- After learning the truth about the Laicos Project
and surviving betrayal by a Forgery in their midst, Gray Weathersby and his group of rebels plan their final
attack on the Franconian Order.
HL700 Lexile // ACCELERATED READER: IL: UL; RL: 5.0; PTS: 11; QUIZ#: 175646
REVIEWS: BOOKLIST, KIRKUS,
THE SLEEPWALKER
by Robert Muchamore
$10.99
Cherub. ;v# 9- An airliner explodes over the Atlantic leaving 345 people dead. Crash investigators suspect
terrorism, but they're getting nowhere. A distressed 12-year-old calls a police hotline and blames his father
for the explosion. It could be a breakthrough, but there's no hard evidence.980 Lexile // ACCELERATED READER: IL: UG; RL: 6.6; PTS: 13; QUIZ#: 139847
THE WINNER'S CRIME
by Marie Rutkoski
$10.99
The engagement of Lady Kestrel to Valoria's crown prince is the event of a lifetime, but to Kestrel it means
living in a cage of her own making, so as she aches to tell the truth about her engagement, she becomes a
skilled practitioner of deceit and as a spy passes information and gets close to uncovering a shocking secret.
HL610 Lexile // ACCELERATED READER: IL: UG; RL: 4.9; PTS: 13; QUIZ#: 172594
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